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Investigation of the D-l design for a 1,000 Hme steam-cooled fast
breeder reactor showed that the D-l design is near the boundary of in-
herent stability. Within the expected uncertainties of the feedback
coefficients the core may become unstable. In earlier studies, mainly
on sodium-cooled fast breeder reactors, it was found that the feed-
back coefficients are rather sensitive to the nuclear data uncertain-
ties. Therefore, in this study the influence of the nuclear data
uncertainties on the main parameters for the safety andstability of
theD-l design are primarily investigated. These parameters are the
Doppler coefficient and the steam-density coefficient. Moreover,
the influence of the data uncertainties on the loss cf coolant reacti~~ty,
the conversion ratio of the core and the amount of fissile material
required is considered. Mainly the influence of the uncertainties of
the captureand fission cross-sections is"examined. Only for the
materials u2 38 and Pu239 the influence of the inelastic cross-section
uncertainties is considered too. Most investigations were performed
with the help of multi-group diffusion calculations in a fundamental
mode approximation. For these calculations the KFK-SNEAK set was
used as basic group constant set. After each cross-section variation
the reactor parameters considered were calculated for a critical
reactor. In order to obtain some general information about the
influence of the nuclear data uncertainties on the Doppler coefficient
and the steam-density coefficient, the effect on these parameters
following a 10% increase in the macroscopic cross~sections for capture
and fission are first investigated. After that the influence of
the data uncertainties of the reactor materials are calculated. hore-
over, for the Doppler effect the results of different calculation
methods are compared.
In the last chapter the influence of the reactor parameter uncertainties
(found in this study) on safety, stability and dynamic behaviour of
the D-l design is investigated.
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The study i8 perforBcd for thc D-l desi;n for a larse stean-cooled
fast breeder reactor ~hich is the first detailed design for a
1,000 ,:;;0 reactor of this type u...'lclertal;:en by tho .iIe:cx:.forsch.ul1;S-
2 -8 23Q
zczrtz-um f~arlsruhe. The de e i gn is based 011 the U:; -.Pu " cycle
end. is de s cz'Lbed 1::.1. de t ad L e Lse where tI,~7. It was pointed. out
that the D-l design does not claim to be the optimum of possible
steam-cooled breeder reactors. The intention was that extensive
analyses would lead to a more optimal design.
The D-l design has a cylindrical core with H/D ratio 0.575. The
core is subdivided in 7 zones (Fig. 1). The 2 fission core zones
have a different ratio of the fertile to the fissile material in a
way that the maximum power densities in these parts are about the
same.
Most calculations are performed with a fundamental mode multi-group
d.iffus·ion .approximation tis1.hg the s ame buckling for all energy gI'OUps.
This geometrical buckling was calculated with the formula
B 2
g
H height of the unreflected core.c
R radius of the unreflected core.c
S effective saving.
The saving is determined by comparison of fundamental mode calculations
with moredetailed calculations for the reflected system. For the
D-l core the saving is about 16 cm.
= -2cm
The calculations are performed at maximum burn-up. It is assumed
that in this case no control rod materials are in the core but the








Material i Volume fraction
Inconel 625: 0.206,
---+-_~, _.__~-_._.._--_.__.--i-------_.. ""<--~ .• --,-~ •.••-- • - ~-- --- -.
- I .! Fuel I Pu02·U0 2 i 0.454
~,",_.~._._..~_...- •__~.__ ._. . "._ ..~ .• ' '····"ro __ ,.c_·',_' • ----_.~.~ .._~ ._- .•• _~._-,--<"_.-_. _ ... _.-
! Cladding + -
I structurer ------f- . ~~ ..A.+... ~' .~ .~_. ~_~..._.__..__ .._.~
I Coolant H20 steam ! 0.32
1- CoiitroI·-ro-cr-l- .__ ..---- -> - .... ----- - ----- ---- --
; follower A1203 10.02,
.lable 1.I.
The fuel density is assumed to be 0.87 of the theoretical values.
The normal mean steam density is ()l = 0,0706 g/em. 3 (~ 170 ata
;;; 2600 p , s , i ) •
The isotopic compostion of the Plutonium after a number of fuel
design the core
In this case
reoyclings is nearly constant t)t4_7. For the D-l
and the blanket material will be treated together.
lilie "P1utomunfcomposit"iOnoecömEfs- [",_7: --
Pu239 74%; Pu240 22. 7;:;; Pu241 2.3;0, Pu242 1.0r~.
The maximum burn-up is 55.000 MWd/t being equivalent with 3.45~
atom burn-up.
With these parameters and the group cross-section constants of the
KFK-Sl~ set ~7_7 the homogenized core is just critica1 at-9000K
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In figure 2 the neutron flux distribution fo~ tne steam-densities
= 0 and ,= 0.0706 18 plotted. Figure 12 shows the adjoint flux.
Figure 4,5 and 6 give 'the energy de pendence of the captarre and
fission rates of the most important reaator materials.
Some reactor parameters are
Loas of ooolant reactivity KL
Reduced steam-density coefficient R.S.D.C.
Conversion ratio C.R.
Doppler constant An





The most important coeffieient for the safety and stability Qf a
fast steam-cooled reaetor are the Doppler eoefficient ~d tne
steam-density eoeffieient since they form the largest feedback
reac-tivity effects. In a. J:argefast rea:ctor the -Doppl.e-r o<)€ffic±ent
is a prompt negative reactivity effect ~9~7. Because of the ~a11
neutron life-times in fast mea~tors this prompt negative reactivity
is important for the control and safety cf the reactor. In ~29_7
it is shown that large steam-cooled fast reactors are inherent
stable only if the steam-density coeffieient is negative and if its
absolute value is not too large. For the safety of the reactor also
the loss of coolant reaetivity is important because it is a significant
value for the reaetivity ramp after large disturbances in the eooling
system. With the calculation methods applied also the ratio of the fer-
tile to the fissile material and the conversion ratio of the core
could be easily determined.
x) For the de sczLptdon of t he se parameters see chap'te r s 2 and 3.
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Therefore, the following parameters are considered:
1) Doppler coefficient
2) Steam-density coefficient
3) 10ss of coolant reactivity
4) Ratio of the fertible to the fissile material
5) Conversion ratio of the core.
3. .TIle lVIethods A:E..Elie,d and the Com-euter Prog;r-ams. Used for the
Investigations.
For the selection of the calculation methods the following considerations
were important:
a) The influence of the data uncertainties on the reactor para-
meters should be calculated for critical reantors. After
every cross-section variation the reactor should be made
critical again.
b) The investigations should be done with existing programs if
. possiblEL•..
c) The computing times required should be as moderate as possible.
The calculations were performed with the IBM 7074 digital computer
situated at the Kernforsdhungszentrum Karlsfuhe. For the investi-
gations of the influence of the data uncertainties on the reactor
parameters computer programs developed by members of the Institut
für Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik were used. Most of these programs
are colledted in the "Nuclear code system NUSYSIt L 1o_7. The influence
of the parameter variations on the stability and dynamic behavio~r
of the reactor (described in chapter 6) was investigated with programs
developed by members of the Institut für Reaktorentwicklungl
3.1. r'he calcu}ation of the reactor l?arameters.
3.1.1. The DOPE1~r Coefficient D.C.
For the calculation of the Doppler Coefficient D.C. = ~~ two cal-
culation methods were considered:
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a) The method of Nicholson-Froelich '-11,12_7- The D.C. is cal-
culated directly in aperturbation calculation with the help
of the temperature derivatives of the capture and fission cross
sections of the fuel isotopes.
b) Ivlethod of successive K-calculation. The mul tiplication factor
K of the reactor system is calculated for several temperatures.
With the help of a temperature law for the D.C. the latter
may be determined.
Both methods have some advantages and disadvantages for the present
study:
- With method a) the D.O. is calculated directly. At the Kern-
forschungs zentrum Karlsruhe Froelich and Siep have developed
a Computer Code '-13_7based on the theory of KFK 367 L-12_7.
Because the resonances are described by the statistical dis-
tributions of the resonance parameters, the results only are
suffmcient accurate if the number of resonances in an energy
group is sufficient large. Therefore, the D.O. is only cal-
.cu.Lafie d in theenergy nange ~OO eV <:E <~OQ KeY.FQ:rsodi1JJ(l.
cooled fast breeder reactors the lower energy limit only
introduces small cross '-5_7. However,for theam cooled fast
reactors with a considerable weaker neutron spectrum the contri-
bution of the energy region below 100 eV may be significant.
- With method b) the whole energy region is considered. Here
the trouble is introduced by the temperature law for the D.O.
Usually the following dependence is applied:
D.O. == ~~ == ~x (3.1)
With the help of 3 values of K at different temperatures the
oonstants a and x may be determined.
Often it is assumed that the D.O. is inverse proportional to
the absolute temp~ (x == 1). In this oase:
- --91L - ADD.O. - dT - T
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If in the resonance region the group constants change, the
resonance parameters have to change too. With both methods
a) and b) it is difficult to take into account these resonance
~arameter variations. In method a) a tape with fixed resonance
paradeters has to be changed while in method b) the selfshielding
factors for the group constants should be changed.
It was decided to calculate the multiplication factor of the system at
two temperatures (T
1
= 900 0K and T
2
= 2100oK) and to apply the tem-
perature law of formula (3.2). The Doppler constant AD may be cal-
culated with formula (3.3). The reasons for this selection are:
a) For the higher Pu isotopes the Karlsruhe GROUCO file only con-
tains selfshielding factors at 2 temperatures.
b) With the method selected the effects of the whole energy region
are considered •
c) For cross section variations in the resonance energy region
the variation of the resonance parameters is not considered
explicitely. It is expected that the resonance parameters have
less influence on the temperature dependence of the selfshielding
factors than on the temperatnne derivatives of the cross sections.
The errors introduced will be smaller for the method selected than
for the method of Nicholson-Froelich.
3.1.2. The~edHced steam dens!tycoefficient R.S.D.C.










R. S.D. C. = {KePN -tOp ) - t(p N ... o;p )}26-p
with op ea 0.01 PN
- e. ..
3.1.3. The loss of coolant reactivity
The multiplication factor K(p ::;: 0) and K(p ::;: P-T) are calculated with the
1'IJ
same group constant set (KFK-S:NEA.X L-6,7_7). Because the neutron flux
spectrum is varying considerably if the steam density varies beti·reen
P ::;: P
11J
end p ::;: 0, group constant sets vTith different ileighting spectra
are required in order to calculate t.KL accurate , Hovevez , it may be
expected that the influence of the nuclear data uncertainties may be
investigated rather weIl with one grou]? constant set.
3.1.1).. The conversion ratio of the core.,
Fith the fundamental mode calculations the conversion ratio of the core
is approximated by the ratio of the captures per volume unit in the
fertile material to the absorptions per volume unit in the fissile
material.
3.2. Subdivision of the ener~ resion
The effects of variation of several cross sections of several materials
have to be consi.dez-ed , The calculations are perf'crmed i>Tith multi-group
calculations using 26 groups , Each of the group constants has an
uncertainty and also a certain effect on the parameters cons'ide red ,
\~th the calcu1ation methods applied it was impossible to consider the
effect of e ach group constant separat.eIy , So a suitable subdivision
of the energy region was necessary , This subdivision of the energy
spectrum w'asbased on properties of the nuclear data and of the system
observed , l'Ioreover, during the calculations it seemed that some sub-
divisions should be performed or could be omitted.
The fo110wing pro]?erties were considered:
3.2.1. Nuclear data
3.2.1.1. In different energy re gi.ons certain processes are dominant.
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For an isotope with resonances, for example
a) region below resonances
b) region with resolved resonances
c) region with unresolved (statistical) resonances
- weakly overlapping resonances
- considerably overlapping resonances
- strongly overlapping resonances
d) region above resonances
(the resonance effect is not noticeable any more)
3.2.1.2 In different energy regions the nuclear data are determined
by different methods or experimental groups or laboratories. In this
oase attention should be paid to determine systematical errors.
3.2.2. The system observed
With respect to the energy spectrum subdivision important properties
of the system are:
-Ei) - -The energy- spec'truih-of --e-he Irux1mcr-of -t-he-ad;j-ei-n-t- -f-1U*'-f'-i--gu~es­
2,12).
b) The energy dependence of the most important reaction rates
(figures 3,4,5).
In tfiis study most attention is paid to the D.C. and to the R.S.D.C.
So, analyses of these parameters may give important information too.
Figures 9 and 7 show the energy dependence of these parameters.
The investigations have started with the following energy spectrum
subdivision:
or group 1 to 4,
because
a) energy region above resonances
b) main energy region of the fission neutrons
c) decreasing flux and reaction rates.
__9X_KK9J.l.:R . :l.Q to :1.4
or group 15 to 18
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2) 46.5 keV <'E ('1.4 MeV or gr-oup 5 to 9,
because
a) flux and reaction rates at maximum
b) most influence on the Doppler effect below 46.5 kev
c) energy dependent contributions to the R.S.D.C. change
sign between group 9 and 10 (figure 7).
3) 46.5 eV «, E /'46.5 keV or group 10 to 18,
because
a) main energy region for the Doppler effect
b) region with large uncertainties in cr
y
of Pu239
c) flux and reaction rates still large.
More detailed calculations showed that in this energy range
the groups 15 to 18 were dominant for the int1uence on the
R.S.D.C.
Therefore, this region was further divided.
~__1_, .... k!':ür,-".E. .:=:A~0kEL'[
3-B 46.5 eV;E < 1 keV
4) E···· 46.5 eV or group 19 to 26,
because
a) below main region for the Doppler effect
b) in this energy range the flux and reaction
rates are relatively small.
For the materials U238 and Pu239 the energy region 46.5 eV to
46.5 keV (group 10 te 18) was eXWlined more extensively. Fer
the less important materials the subdivision of the energy
spectrum was kept less detailed.
3.3. The Computer Programs Used.
3.3.1. The Calculation of the Reactor Parameters.
For the investigation of the influence of the cross section uncertain-
ties on the reactor parameters mainly the mu1tip1idation factor K fDr
different states of the reactor is to be calcu1ated. The latter was
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done with programs of the NuSYS system ~10_7e Program 446 by Sanitz
enables the calculation of the macroscopic cross sections of the system
taking into account the self-shielding effect. The multiplication
factor in the fundamental mode approximation was calculated with program
-·6352 by Ferranti and Kraetsch giving K with a truncation erroT of 10 ~
Some calculations with one-dimensional approximation of the diffusion
equation were done with program 6731 by Sanitz and WolL .4.fter e ach
variation in the group constant set the reactor was made critica1 by
variation of the ratio Y (fertile to fissile material). This was
done with the iteration prograrn 2210 by Bachmann. For the determination
of the conversion ratio of the core the evaluation program 447 by
Sanitz was used.
3.3.2. The variation of the group consiant set.
If a group cross-section changes several other group constants may
change too (e.g. Z~ variation influences also VZ~, Z;em and Z~r). In
order to maintain the relations between the group constants 2 prograrns
were -a-vaiTabTe: - - - - -- - - --
a) NUSYS program 4840 by Langner.
In this program all group constants are modified except for KZt r O
The possibility for changing the latter is available separately.
For each NUSYS run the group constants have to be modified again~
b) Program 2229 by Bachmann.
With this program a new tape with group constants is arranged.
Both group constants for infinite dilution and self-shielding
factors for the removal and transport cross-sections are modified.
The main difference between the 2 pro grams is the treatment of Ztr.
Indeed, the determination of Ztr for the multi-group diffusion calcu-
lations is not weIl defined because of the weighting procedure. More-
over, variation of Zf and Zy between extreme limits may introduce i t
variations out of the uncertainty range of the latter if the ba1ro~ce
is maintained.
12
Comparison of the methods shoved only very small differences in the
parameters cons Ldez-ed, !1ainl;y for rea.sons of computing time required
the secend method by Bachmann is being used for most ca.lculations.
The variation of the total macroscopdc cr-oss-ssect.Lons .ras done vrith
HUSYS programm 4837 by Langner , The latter has the same features as
program 4840.
4. Tl:le Uncertainties of theCross Sections of the Hateria.ls in the
Reactor Considered.
4.1 • Haterials and Cross SectiOlls Considered.
The D-1 design includes the following materials
Fuel: Pu02 and U02 \·rith the follO'uing isotopes
Pu239 Pu240 Pu241 Pu242 U238 d' all t U235- , , _ • , an].n 80 ve'r'lJ sm amoun •
Structural materials: Cl', Fe, no, Nb, Ei end in 80 small amounf Al.
- ---CO<JJ.:arrtT-:ti-ght -\ta'trer- -st-e-amr- -E?e-.
. . -239·
"~so the fJ.ssJ.on products of Pu are consJ.dered.
Al end. U235 ~Till not be considered hez-e because of the very small amountia ,
4.1.2. Cross Sections
From similar studies on sodium-cooled reactos /-14,15 7 it may be ex-- -
pected that the most important influence \·rill be due to capture and
fission cross section uncertainties. Moreover. in this chapter the
uncertainties of the total inelastic scabtier-ing cross sections and of
v for Pu 239 will be considered. Not considered are the uncertainties
of the resonance parameters of the fuel materials.
important for the Doppler coefficient calculations
method of Froelich.
4.2. Basic Grou~ Constant Set
The latter may be
\·rith the he Lp of the
As basic group constant set the KFK-Pl'JEAK set vas used , The energy spec-
tru.m. is divided into 26 groups , The group boundaries are the same 80S in
the Ruas i.an ABlJ set ;-8 7. For some less important materials the group- -
constants of the 1'-':FK-SNKAK set are taken from the ABN set ,
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The KFK-SNEAK set was chosen for the following reasons:
a) Reeent nuclear data are incorporated for the most important
reactor materials.
b) For the caleulation of the group constants the expected neutron
energy spectrum of a steam-cooled fast reactor is used, namely
the calculated spectrum of the SJ:rEAK 3A-2 core with anequivalent
steam-density as in the large reactor (p= 0&07 g/cm3) L-7_7.
4.3. Sources of Information for the Evaluation of the Data Uncertainties.
The basic souree of information was KFK 120 part I by J.J. Schmidt L-16_7.
For the higher Pu isotopes and the st~uctural material Nb, in this refe-
rence no data are available. Here, BNL 325 second edition L-17_7 and
evaluations by Yiftah et al L-18_7 and Pitterle et ale L-19_7 were used.
In addition for some materials recent publications were considered.
a) For Pu2 39 the effect of recent ~-measurements by Schomberg et ale
-- ------- -- - --~2f):7-.-'flhe---3:-a-t-t-e-r-re-sttl-t-i-n-re-m-ark-s:bh-1X.ac-e-rt-ai:nne-g--or -~--and----- -- --
a
y
in the energy region 0.5 keV to 30 keV.
b) For Pu239 the effect of recentaf data for u
235 by Becku:cts et al.
L-21_7 on the normalization of C5f measurements for Pu239 by White
et ale ~22_7 in the energy region 40 keV to 500 keV.
c) For U238 the effect of a measurements by Pönitz et ale L-23_7.
y
4.4. Evaluation of the Cross Section Uncertainties.
4.4.1. Pu239
Pu239 is the main fissile material of the D-l design. However, due to
the lack of measurements and to systematic deviations in available data
the cross sections of this material still have rather large uncertainties.
Moreover, recently some experimental data were reported considerably
deviating from the formerly recommended values
a) Arnold et ale ~24:7reported for a steam cooled fast reactor
lattice, with an energy spectrum similar to the spectrum of





being significant larger than the calculated value ~ = 0.3873.
As comparison, Calculations for the D-ldesign give
-with the ABN set a = 0.329
with the KFK-SNEAK setä = e.325
b) Schomberg et ale L-20_7 found with a new experimental ßethod much
larger values of a in the energy region 0.5 keV to 50 keV (pre-
liminary results not corrected for multiple scattering).
The r8sults of Schomberg et ale are taken into account in the
following way (figure 9):
Because these preliminary results are probably too high as upper
limit in a an average curve through the experimental values is
chosen instead of a curve through the upper uncertainty limits
of the measurements.
Since the true a-values in this energy region are very probably
-
higher than the <x-values of the KFK-S1"'EAK set the-Ia~terare -------
chosen as lower limits.
The uncertainty of (J", is obtained by combining the uncertainties of (Jf
and <X because (Jy is to be calculated indirectly from (Jf and a-measure-
ments. Large uncertainties result in the energy region 0.5 keV to
50 keV.
The uncertainties of (Jf are mainly taken from KFK 120-1 with one com-
plication in the energy region 30 keV to 500 keV.
In this region the SNEAK set contains the data of Wnite et ale L-22_7
being considerably lower than the recommended values in KFK 120/1. As
upper uncertainty limit the upper limits of (Jf in KFK 120/1 are chosen.
The lower limit of the uncertainties is obtained by the following re-
normalization of the Vfuite data:
~he (Jf. measurement for Pu239 of White is relative to the (J of U235•
Wliit~ has 6alcuIated 49(Jf ~) with the help of his values f~r 25(J. Re-
cently, Beckurts L-21 7 has recommended new? smaller values of 2~(Jf'
- 49
These smaller values lead to smaller values of (Jf'
*)The left upper index 49 comes from 9~pu232, 25 from 92U232 etc.
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For energy regions not mentioned, the uncertainty estimations of KFK 120/1
are taken. This also was done for the inelastic cross section.
The estimated uncertainties are collected in table 4.1.
4.4.2. U238
U238 is the main fertile material in the reactor. As may be seen in
figure 4 an important part of the captures is due to U238• Moreover,
in the energy region above 1.4 MeV the number of fissions of U238 is
relatively large (figure 5).
The SlffiAK set group constants are calculated with the last recommended
data of KFK l20rI. In estimating the uncertainties only one more recent
measurement of 0
y
by Pönitz et ale ~23_7 in the energy region 25 keV -
500 keV had to be considered.
Between 40 keV and 200 keV KFK l20JI ascribes an uncertainty range of
20-30% for 0. The Pönitz measurements are altogether within the lower
_"1 _
uncertainty limit of 2OJ'a.--The refore--;-i t appears-to----08reasona151.e-to------
assume an uncertainty of 20% in this region.
For other energies the (mean) values of the KFK l20~I uncertainties are
taken~ The uncertainties collected are given in table 4.2.
4.4.3. Structural Materials
Figure 4 shows the capture rates for the structural materials. The
latter are of the order of 1-10% of the U238 capture rates except for
Fe with smaller values. However, Ni has more dominating capture rates
in the upper and lower energy regions.
The SlmAK group constants are obtained in the following way.
- er, Fe and Ni are calculated with the data of KFK 120/1
Mo and Nb have the existing group constants of the ABN set.
Far the structural materials no more important recent measurements be-
came available in excess of those already considered in KFK 120/1.
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So, the given uncertainty values of KFK 120;1 are taken over unchanged
for Ni, Fe and Cr. For Mo and Nb the ABN data are compared with the
data of KFK 120/1.
The missing uncertainty estimates for Fe in the energy range 2 keV to
100 keV and for Ni in the region 1 keV to 200 keV are obtained by crude
estimation from available data in KFK 120/1.
Above 1 MeV the capture of Ni and Fe is mainly due to (n,p) processes.
So, the tabulated uncertainty values are those of o(n,p). For Cr the
er(n,p) and 0", have about the same order of magnitude above 1 IIeV. How-
ever, only a few information about a(n,p) is available. Therefore,
the expected maximum uncertainty values for er are tabulated.
"i
For Nb the uncertainties are determined by comparing the ABN and BNL 325
dat a ,
Capture Nb
- -- -~--l.-Me-V---G-nl-y--f'e-W----B1\L1-~-dat-a-ara-giJlail-e-_~QW_e-'i&r_,_the_e a:g t ure. eros s- _
sections in this region are very small. An arbitrary uncertainty of 20%
is t abu.Late d,
In the energy region 10 keV - 1 MeV comparison between ABN and BNL 325
data is possible. The ABN data are systematically somewhat higher. The
upper and lower limits for the BNL 325 data are obtained by curves through
the extreme Values of the plotted measurements. Below 1 keV a comparison
between ABN and BNL 325 data is difficult because BNL 325 gives resolved
resonance parameters and the ABN data are group constants. Again, an
arbitrary uncertainty of 15% is chosen.
Below the first resonance at 35.8 eV the uncertainty is equal to the
uncertainty at thermal energy being + 570.
Inelastic scattering Nb
Comparison of BNL 325 and ABN data in the energy region below 2.5 i,IeV
only shows a significant deviation in group 4 (1.4 MeV to 2.5 läeV). The
+ 15 %uncertainty of BNL 325 in this region is tabulated. In group 4
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the ABN value is compared with the BN1 325 limits.
Above 2.5 MeV no comparison is possible. An arbitrary uncertainty of
lqr~ i8 tabulated because at these high energies the inelastic scatter-
ing cross sections generally are rather accurate.
The uncertainties collected for the structural materials are given in
tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.
4.4.4. Higher Pu Isotopes
In KFK 120/I no data for the higher Pu isotopes ware considered. The
SNEAK set contains the same group constantsas the ABN set. The uncer-
tainty evaluation is done with the help of BNL 325 L-17_7 and of eva-
luations of Yiftah et al~ C18..7 and Pitterle et al. L-19...7. For
energies below 1 keV only resonance parameters with uncertainties are
available what IDeans that comparison of the recommended data with the
ABN data is difficult.
Above 1 keV in the papers of Yiftah and Pitterle curves for fission and
-------
capture cross sections are given. Rere the comparison between these
data and the ABN data 1s easier to do.
Because there are less meäsurements for the higher Pu isotopes a reason-
able estimation for the uncertainties of the group constants calculated
from resonance data 8eems to bel
+ 15% below 1 keV
+ 25% for group ~onstants calculated wi~h
resonance parameters for energies above 1 keV
For energies above 1 keV, the evaluation is done per isotope.
4.4.4.1. Pu240
Pu240 may be considered to be the most important higher Pu isotope_
Several studies indicate its influence on safety coefficients, e.g.
the recent studies of Kiefhaber ~25_7 and Jirlow C26_7.
Yet, the difference between the ABN and the recent evaluation of
Yiftah et ale and Pitterle et ale are considerable.
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Figure 10 shows the evaluations of Yiftah, Pi tter1e arid the ABN group
constants.
As upper and lower limits for the group constants are determined
a) Capture
In the energy region B 1 keV
upper limit: the ABN data
lower limit: the modified ElTDF-B data of Pitterle
In the energy region be10w 1 keV
upper limit: the ABH data
lower limit: the ABH data minus 3070
The latter is chosen since at 1 keV the modified ENDFIB value
is about 30% smal1er than the ABN value.
b) Fission
Above 465 keV the uncertainty bars in the paper of Yiftah are used
-----
for the determination of the upper and lower lJ.ml trI()r-tire---u'.a~---
tainty.
In the energy region 10 keV(E~465 keV: 20% uncertainty in the
data of Yiftah is assumed. Below 10 keV the modified 2NDFfB and
the ENDF/B data of Pitterle are used as upper and lower limits res-
pectively. For the average number of neutrons per fission - the
expression of Yiftah was used:
= 3.00 + 0.101 E E in MeV




The capture cross section data cf Yiftah are part1y (1 ke V,E(50 keV)
calculated from resonance parameters and partly taken equal to cr
y





However, it is very difficult to estimate reliable uncertainties
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for this evaluation particularly because of the large uncertainties
of 49 (J
",-
The differences between ABN and Yiftah data are not significant.
Only at the highest energies (the first energy groups) the cross
sections differ by a factor of about 2 (ABN 1arger). However,
here the cross sections are very small.
The uncertainty of the Yiftah data is estimated to be 30%. The
uncertainties of the ABN data are obtained by comparing with the
Yiftah limits.
b) Fission
The fission cross-section data of Yiftah are based on the evalu-
ation of Davey L-27_7. The uncertainties estimated by Davey are
1 keV $' .;t 40 keV-, .i.:.J
40 keV ,' E z: 10 LVleV 10;0
-------------pn~~va-l~:ee-consi de re-€I:--aB-uppe r and lowe-I'-l4.-mJ.-t-s-f-01'' th e
Yiftah data. The uncertainty of the ABN data is obtained by com-
paring the latter with the limits of the Yiftah data.
Rather large deviations exist between ABN and Yiftah data.
1 keV ::',E ,; 100 keV
500 kev r E~- 10 Me V
ABN data 20-30% 1arger
ABN data 20-30~ smaller
The estimated uncertainties are collected in Table 4.6.
a) Capture
The capture data of Yiftah in the energy region 1 keV <. E ~ 1 MeV are
calculated from the resonance parameters. This curve converges
with increasing energy to the 28(J curve.
'"Above 1 MeV,
An arbitrary
42 (J is taken equal
'"uncertainty of 25 %
28
to (J"I.
is estimated for the Yiftah data.
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The uncertainty limits of the ABN data are obtained with the help
of comparison of the ABN data with the Yiftah limits.
b) Fission
The fission cross section data of Yiftah are ta~en from Davey L27_7
in the energy region 1 keV:: E ..: 1.7 MeV. This evaluation of
Davey is based on only one measurement with a claimed aecuracy
of about 10%.
Above 2 MeV the fission cross seetion of Pu242 is chosen equal.
to that of Pu240• In this region an arbitrary uncertainty of
20% is assumed. This means that the ABN data are about equal to
the lower Yiftah limits.
The estimated uncertainties are collected in table 4.7.
4.4.5. Hydrogen and oxigen
For hydrogen all nuclear data uneertainties are 1-2% or smaller.
For oxigen cr is negligible. Cross sections for other capture processes,
y
e.g. (n,~), are only importa~t at high neutron energies. The uncertainty
is about .! 20%.
The inelastic scattering of oxigen oeeurs only above 6.5 MeV and has an
uncertainty of about ~ 30%.
4.4.6. The fission products of Pu239
For the fission products the KFK-SN~AK set still contains the ABN data.
For every fissionable material one pseudo product is available.
At the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Hakansson L-28_7 has determined
2 pseudo fission products for Pu239• The first one collects the fission
products with relative fast removal by decay or neutron capture while
the seeond one collects the other fission products. This division into
2 classes is made in order to be able to study the effect of "fission
product bur-n-sup" being only significant for the first c.l as s , Ivloreover,
Hakansson has calculated his group constants with the help of the
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neutron energy speotrum both of a steam-cobled and a sodium...cooled fast
breeder reactor instead of the Fermi spectrum for the ABN set.
Table 4.8 shows the comparison of the ABN data with the data of Hakansson
combined in one pseudo fission product. Above 100 eV the data of
Hakansson are considerably smaller, below 100 eV much larger than the
ABN data.
The effect of fission product cross section uncertainties may be studied
by changing the !EN data by the Hakansson data.
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Tab1e 4.1: Data uncertainties of Pu2 39
_ • o·_~·_._ "_'~_~."",, ~------ -,,~-<.,., ---- ~ -~ --_._.- .-_.''''-..~-. --~--'" -, -'-~~'-'-""-
j Fission oe. = ac/af Capture v Ine1asticI EnergyI sc,attering
~:.~upJ __ range +7; -% +7; -% +/0 % -t% -%-0 +70 -'70 j
I 6.5-10. 5Ivle V
~ --" ...J.
1 7 7 20 20 20 zO 2 2 20 20
2 ! 4.0-6.5 7 7 20 20 20 20 2 2 20 20
3 I 2.5-4.0 7 7 20 20 20 20 2 2 20 20
4 1.4-2·5 7 7 20 20 20 20 2 2 20 20
5 0.8-1.4 7 10 10 10 12 15 2 2 20 20
6 0.4-0.8 10 10 10 10 15 15 1 1 20 20
7 0.2-0.4 10 10 10 10 15 15 50 50
8 0.1-0.2 15 10 10 10 20 15 50 50
9 46. 5-100kle V 20 7 15 15 25 20 50 50
10 21.5-46.5 20 7 30 0 40 10 50 50
11 10.0-21.5 1Q 10 80 0 80 10 50 50
12 4.65-10.0 20 20 100 0 100 20
13 2.15-4.65 20 20 100 0 100 20
14 1.0-2.15 20 20 80 20 80 20
15 0.465-1.0 20 20 70 0 75 20
16 215-465eV 20 20 40 0 45 20
17 100-215 20 20 25 0 30 20
18 46.5-100 20 20 20 20 30 30
... ;1.9 21.5-46.5 20 20 20 20 30 30
20 10.0-21.5 20 20 20 20 30 30
21 4.65-10.0 15 15 20 20 25 25
22 2.15-4.65 15 15 20 20 25 25
23 1. 0-2.15 15 15 20 20 25 25
24 0.465-1.0 7 7 20 20 20 20
25 0.215-0.465 7 7 10 10 15 15
26 0.0252 2 2 3 3 3 3 1 1
"-~-------~"~".-~-~".'-""""----"~'-"" ..~-~-.~
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Table 4.2: Data uncertainties of U238
inelastic
iCapture Fission soatte:L'ing
Group , Energy range 1+% -0;0 +"/0 -jo +% -'jS
i i-.-..n----1:~'··'--·,····--'-··- .. ~. -~--, ,,-,---,--,~,-··_,..,···t-_·_·~~·· ... -!-
1 6. 5MeV-I0. 5MeV 10 10 10 10 15 15
2 4.0 -6.5 10 10 10 10 15 15
3 2.5 -4.0 10 10 15 15 15 15
4 1.4 -2·5 10 10 7 7 20 20
5 0.8 -1.4 10 10 7 7 15 15
6 0.4 -0.8 10 10 7 7 15 15
7 ! 0.2 -0.4 20 20 7 7 15 15
8 I 0.1 -0.2 20 20 15 15
!
9 i 46.5keV-I00keV 20 20 15 15
10 121.5 -46.5 20 20
i
11 / 10• 0 -21.5 20 20
12 4.65 =10 20 20
13 2.15 -4.65 20 20
14 1.0 -2.15 20 20








23 1.0 -2.15 15 15
24 0.465-1.0 2 2
25 0.215-0.465 2 2
26 0.0252 1 1
._-----_._--~-_..."_..
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Table 4.3: Data uncertainties of Fe and Ni
....__ .,....~..,'--- _.-~---~--.- ..--......~..,._~..,.~~--~.~_.- - .._'--,~..~ -.-.~-~ .- .
Iron Wickel
i Capture inelastic Capture 1 inelastic
Group, Energy range scattering j scatte:ting
+% -'fa +% -% +% aß +)0-. -'ja-0;
6. 51\1eV-ro.-'5· 'MeV
i
1 15 15 10 10 10 10\ 20 20
2 4.0 -6.5 15 15 20 20 20 20 1 20 20
s
3 2.5 -4.0 15 15 30 30 20 20 1 20 20
4 1.4 -2.5 25 25 25 25 10 10 I 20 20i
5 0.8 -1.4 20 20 10 10 10 10 1
6 0.4 -0.\8 15 15 15 15
7 0.2 -0.4 15 15 15 15
8 0.1 -0.2 15 15 30 30
9 46.5keV-100keV 100 70 100 40
10 21.5 -46.5 100 70 150 10
11-1 10.0 -21. 5 100 70 85
12 4.65 -10.0 100 70 200 15
13 2.15 -4.65 100 70 100 40
14 1.0 -2.15 15 15 20 20
15 0.465 -1.0 10 10 5 5










26 0.0252 4 4 5 5
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Table 4.4: Data uncertainties of Mo and Cr
IvIolybdenum Chromium




















































































































Table 4._5.:. Data uncertainties of l\Tb
Inelastic
Group Energy range Capture scattering
+% ...% +% -%
1 6.5M:eV-1O.5MeV 20 20 10 10
2 4.0 -6.5 20 20 10 10
3 2.5 -4.0 20 20 10 10
4 1.4 -2.5 20 20 30 0
5 0.8 -1.4 20 20 15 15
6 0.4 -0.8 10 25 15 15
7 0.2 -0.4 10 30 15 15
8 0.1 -0.2 10 40
9 46.5keV-100keV 10 25
10 21.5 ..46.5 10 25
11 10.0 -21.5 10 10
12 4.65 -10.0 15 15




1 7 100 -215
18 46.5 -100
19 21.5 -46.5 15 15






26 0.0215 5 5
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Table 4.~: Data uneertainties of Fb.240 and Fb.241
240 J\,241Fb.
Ca;r"ture Fission Capture Fission
MAX !>iJN MAX MJ1~
Group Energy range (barn) (barn) (barn) (barn) +% -% +% -%
1 6.5MeV-l0.5MeV 0.01 0.005 2 .. 2 1.. 8 0.003b - 50 -
2 4.0 -6.5 0.02 0.01 1.6 1.4 - 50 30 -
3 2.5 -4.0 0.04 0.02 1.6 1.4 ... 50 30 -
4 1.4 -2.5 0.09 0.05 1.6 1.4 .. 50 30 ..
5 0.8 -1.4 0.24 0.1 1.6 1.4 .. 40 10 10
6 0.4 -0.8 0.26 0.1 0.7 0.5 100 10 20 10
7 0.2 ...0.4 0.34 0.12 0.17 0.13 50 10 10 10
8 0.1 -0.2 0.45 0.15 0.12 0.08 50 10 10 10
9 46.5keV-l00keV 0.65 0.26 0.09 0.07 100 .. ... 20
I 10 21.5 ....46.5 1 U.90 1 0..42 I 0.12 0.09 80 I -I -I 30 I
11 10.0 -21.5 1.30 0.60 0.11 0.09 50 20 - 40
1 2 4.65 .. 10.0 1.80 0.85 0.12 0.08 50 20 ... 30
13 2.15 -4.65 2.70 1.3 0.20 0.07 30 30 ... 30
1 4 1.0 -2.15 4.50 3.0 0.30 0.06 15 15 .. 20
15 465eV -1000eV 6.50 4.5 0.40 0.06 15 15
16 215 ...465 12.0 8.0
17 100 -215 18.0 12.0
18 46.5 -100 49.0 33.0
19 21.5 -46.5 44.0 30.0
20 10.0 -21.5 28.0 19.0
21 4.65 -10.0 0.6 0.4
22 2.15 ..4.65 6.0 4.0 0..40 0.06
23 1.0 -2.15 lk250 10600 3.0 2.0
24 0.465-1.0 1110 780 0.4 0.1
25 0.215-0.465 160 120 0.05 0.02 15 15 15 15
26 0.0252 295 270 0.06 0.04 20 20 3 3
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Tab:Le 4.1.: Data uncerta.inties cf PU242
'···.'·-.-"1IlJiii-Il·
Group Energ;\t range Capture Fission
+% -% +% -%
1 6•51:4eV-l O.5MeV O.Olb ... 60 ...
2 4.0 -6.5 30% 30% 60 10
3 2.5 ...4.0 30 30 60 ..
4 1.4 -2.5 30 30 50 ...
5 0.8 -1.4 40 10 10 10
6 0.4 -0.8 70 10 10 10
7 0..2 -0.4 50 10 10 10
~ 8 0.1 -0.2 40 20 10 10
9 46.5keV-l00keV 50 20 10 10
10 21.5 -46.5 100 - 10 10
11 10.0 -21.5 100 .. 10 10
, I
I. r_ - - -- ---te -I<::: ..... u.) -lV.V IVV - ,U
13 2.15 -4.65 70 20











25 0.215 ..0.465 15 15
26 0.0252 20 -
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T~bJ,.~.4 ..~,;, Comparison of the date. by Hake.nsson with the AB:n daba





Grou;p Energy range °TCJr (J 0el 0.r :Ln
1 6.5MeV-l0.5MeV 0.77 0.37 0.84 0.69
2 4.0 ...6.. 5 0.75 0,.37 0.78 0.70
3 2.5 -4.0 0.79 0.. 37 0.86 0.67
4 1.4 -2.5 0.84 0.41 0.93 0.64
5 0.8 -1.4 0.87 01'70 0.95 0.50
6 0.4 ..0.8 0.90 0.83 0.95 0.37
7 0.2 -0.4 0.96 0.80 0.98 0.46
8 0.1 -0.2 0.99 0.89 0.98 0.;1
9 46.5keV-l00keV 1.03 0.86 1.03
10 21.5 -46.5 1.01 0.96 1.01
I 11 10.0 ...21.5 1.11 0.90 I 1.12 I
12 4.65 -10.0 0..96 0.80 0.97
13 2.15 -4.65 0.89 0.85 0.89
14 1.0 -2.15 0.99 0.95 1.00
1; 0.465 -1.0 0.87 0.95 0.85
16 21;eV _465eV 0.94 0..93 0.94
17 100 -215 0.72 1.03 0.58
18 46.5 -100 0.64 0.78 0.;0
19 21.5 ...46.5 1.65 1.25 2.01
20 10.0 -21.5 1.40 1.14 1.49
21 4.65 -10.0 1.11 0.91 1.64
22 2.15 -4.65 1.12 1..24 1.. 01
23 1.0 -2.15 0.92 0.90 1.03
24 0.465 -1.0 2.52 3.74 1.03
25 0.215 -0.465 1.93 2.81 1.04
26 0.0252 15.4 19.75 1.22
5. The Influence of the Data Uncertainties on the Reactor Parameters,
5.1. Macroscopic Cross Section ~ariations
In order to obtain some general information about the influence of
cross section uncertainties on the reduced steam-density coefficient
(R.S.D.C.) and the Doppler coefficient (D.C.) the effect of 10% in-
crease of the macroscopic cross sections for capture and fission was
considered. Only, fundamental mode calculations were made and the
variations were performed in several energy regions. Table 5.1 shows
the effects calculated. Presented are relative deviations determined
with the formula
...u







tSx .-X- = +1% for the negative D.C. and R.S.D.C., means that the new cal-




















































a) The influence of group cross section variations is larger for
the R.S.D.C. than for the D.C.
b) The effects due to capture and fission cross section variations
are of the same order of magnitude. However, with opposite sign.
c) The effect of variations of a cross section over the whole energy
region is in rather good agreement with the sum ofthe effects
of variations in parts of it (the effects are rather weIl additional
over the energy region).
d) Cross section variations at high and low energies have effects
with opposite sign on the R.S.D.C. and with the same sign on
the D.C.
e) The influence on the R.S.D.C. of variations in the energy regions
50 eV to 1 keV (group 15 to 18) and 50 keV to 1 ~~eV (group 5 to 9)
is remarkable.
In order to explain these effedts qualitatively we have to examine the
following aspects:
a) The effects due to cross section variations.
b) The origin of the R.S.D.C. and the D.C. ahd the way the latter are
influenced by the effects dueto cross section variations.
5.1.1. The effects due to cross section variations. The main effects
are:
a) Change of the quantity of fissile material required.
b) Changes in the flux and adjoint flux spectrum.
Since in this study mainly the influences of capture and fission cross
section variations are considered, here, only the effect of variations
of these cross sections i8 examined.
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If in a just critical reactor at some energy the capture cross section
increases or if the fission one decreases, the reactor will become sub-
critical because less neutrons are available for the multiplication
process. In order to keep the reactor critical the amount of fissile
material is increased (the ratio Y between fertile and fissile material
decreases). For decreasing of the capture or increasing of the fission
cross section the effect is just inverse (increasing of y).
The flux ~ (E) is a measure for the mean number of neutrons with energy E
in the reactor.
The adjoint flux ~+(E) may be considered to be the number of daughter
neutrons of the neutron distribution due to a neutron put in the reactor
with energy E.
The flux and adjoint flux spectrum are influenced by 2 effects:
a) The initial variation of the cross sections
c) The variation of y (to ke e p the reaetor cri tical) will influence
the spectra oonsidered beoause the energy dependence of the
cross sections of the different fuel materials (e.g. U238 and
Pu239) is not identical.
In a first approximation the flux in group i may be considered inverse
proportional to the removal cross section of this energy group and the
adjoint flux proportional to the number of fission neutrons per ab-
t " . . - yZf
i
sorp lon an group 1.: n , - ~ 1. +-, i
1. L f ~'"
Influence on the flux.
If the capture or fission cross section in group i inoreases the flux in
this group will decrease relatively. The same oocurs in groupswith
smaller energy because less neutrons come from group i. The relative
decreasing of the flux in the latter groups is smaller than in group i
because the hydrogen in the reactor enables Iloverscatteringlt (neutrons
of group j with energy larger than group i(j<i) may be scattered to
group j+k with j+k>i).
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Generally, var-i at Lon of the cross secti.on an group i maihly has influence
on the flux in this group i and in groups \,rith ener-gy smaller than the
~-
energy in group i e
The dependence ofa'the f'Lux spect-rum on tue variation of Y may be ahovn
with the help of rrem / ff, that is tlle reIati~le var-iat.Lon of the removal
. . rem.. .
cross sect10n w1th Y var1at10n. F1~lre 11 shows the ener~J dependence
arr em / ay f h D 1 . n° h . .of" -y rcr t ... e ~ desa.gn , ;iJ.t. ancr-easang Y. r decreases more
«rem .- rem
for 101'T energies than for the high ones 0 This means that for increasing Y
the neutron flux spectrum will become softer.
Influence on the adj oint flux.----- ------ -- ~ ~
If the capture cross section in grou? i increases the adjoint flux in
this group will decrease (less daughter neutrons are produced by neutrons
put in the reactor i:Tith energies of gro·,.1p i). Increasing of' the fission
cross section has the opposi.te effec';;g Hore daughter neut.rons and larger
adjoint flux in group J... These effects clescribed are also noticeable in
the energy grou'Ps ";7ith larger energy thp.n. group i because neut rons put
in the reactor witn energies larger than g~oup i result in a neutron
spectirum 'tvith neutrons in group i ~ In the cnergy groups uith sma1ler
energies the adjoint flux is hard.ly influEnceo.~
Analyses of the dependence of' n on the variation of Y did not shov sig-
nificant energy dependence 01" an/ay., So, in a first approximation "Te may
assume that the adjoint flux spectrltm is not influenced significantly
by the variations of Y.
The origin of the D.C. and R.S.D.G. and the '-ray the latter are
influens.ed bX the effects d'ÜE: to "cross ......section .y!!iations.
The Doppler Coefficient D~C.
The Doppler effect is the reactivity effect caused by the temperature
dependent variations of the cross sections in the r-esonance region. The
D.C. is dependerrt on the ratio betireen th,e capture and fission cross
section variations and on the relative magnitUde of the f'Lux end adjoint
flux in the energy region vhere the cz-oss section temperature dependence
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is significant. Since U2 38 has negative Doppler effect and Pu239 has
none or a small positive one the total effeot is dependent on the ratio
between these materials (the ratio y).
In table 5.1 t he variation of t,k (IJ: ""900 -l21 00) is identical wi th the Va-
riation bf the D.G. We may observe that the D.G. variations have the
same sigh as the Yvariations in all calculated cases~ Phis means that
j;.ncreasing of Y results in a more negative D.O. Dependent on othe f
influenoes due to the oross section variations, the change of the D~C.
is larger or smaller than the change in y.
For variations in the energy region above 50 keV (group 1 to 9) the most
signifioant second effect is the variation of theflux spectrum. In-
~reasing of the capture and fission cross sections in this energy region
causes a relative decreasing of the flux in the resonance region, result-
ing in a less negative D.G. Both for the capture and fission cross section
variations this effect may be observed.
For variations in the energy region below 50 eV (group 19 to 26) the most
significant second effect is the variation of the adjoint flux spectrum
in the resonanoe region. Increas~ng of the eapLare cross section below
50 eV results in decreasing of the adjoint flux above 50 eV (also in
the important resonance region) and in a less negative D.G. Increasing
of the fission cross section results in increasing of the adjoint flux
in the resonance region and in a more negative D.G. Both effects may
be obse rrved,
In the energy region 50eV ~ <50keV both effects due to flux and adjoint
flux variations occur. A further significant effect in this region is
the influence of the cross section variation itself. In the calculation
method applied the temperature dependence of the self-shielding factorsis
inÄependent of the group cross section variations. This means that
in the case of increasing of the capture cross section in the resonance
region the D.G. will be more negative due to the larger difference between
the oross sections at 900 0K and 2100oK. The same holds for variations
of the fission cross sections in this region. However, now the D.G. will
be less negative.
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This effect may be observed in the case of variations in group 15 to 18.
5.1.2.2. Reduced steam-density coeffic~ent- R.S.D.C.
The R.S.D.C. is a measure for the reactivity eff'ect due to variation
of the steam-density. As for steam the absorption ma:y be neglected
practically the R.S.D.C. is mainly caused by the variation in the
spectra.l distribution of the flux e.nd adj oint flux dueto the moderation
ehenged , It may be noticed that the R.S.D.C. woul.d be zero in the case
ot a conste.nt ad,joint flux over the vrhole energy region. In this case
variation of the flux energy spectr~m does not result in a reactivity
effect.
Increasing of tue steam-density has the consequencethat the neutrons
are moderated stronger. In the case 't'There the adjoint f'lux decreases
with decreasingenergy the reactivity effect is negative (less neutrons
are produced ) 't·rhile in the case of increasing adjoint flux vnth de-
creasing energy the reactivity effect will be positive. Moreover, the
reactivity effect is proportional to the flux.
A good measure for the adjoint flu-x spectrum is the energy dependence
vI~ +
of Tl = L ~i: • In figure 12 Tl and ep are plotted as a runction of the
energy (~or\he D-1 desi.gn}, For energies 10keV<E<10HeV Tl is decreasing
vnth decreasing energy. This means that in this region for increased
steam-density a negative reactivity effect may be expectied , In the
energy region 100eV<E<1 OkeVTl increases i-rith decreasing energy. The
reactivity effect is expected to be inverse to the effect forenergies
E>10keV. For energies below 100eV Tl is fluctuating.,--H{)'I.Tever, in this
region the flux has decreased considerably and the expected reactivity
eff'ect \4'i11 be smakl, , These quantitative considerations are in good
agreement ~:rith results from perturbationcalculations (see figure 7).
The influence of cross section variations on the R.S.D.C. is dependent
on the .ray its negative end positive component s are chang.ing ,
These component s may be changed mainly by:
a) Hardening of theneutron spectrum:
The negative component gets more important and the
R.S.D.C. 'trill be come more negative.
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b) Variation of the course of the adjoint flux at energies
above 10 keV:
Flattening results in a smaller negative componentand the
R.S.D.C. will be less negative.
c) Variation of the course of the adjoint flux at energies below
10 keV:
In this case flattening resultsin a smaller positive component
an d the R.S.D.C. will become less positive (or more negative).
d) Variation of the relative difference of the adjod.nt flux at
energies above and below 10 keV:
If this difference decreases the R.S.D.C. will become Less negative
(or more positive).
With the help of these considerations the effect of cross section va-
riations on the R.S.D.C. may be explained qualitatively. Signifieant
for the effeets are the variations of the adjoint flux.
For one ease the eff'ect w~ll be analysed an more detail.
10%increase of.I:· inthe groups 5 to 9
-----------------~---------------------
The following effects oeeur:
a) Y decreases. The neutron flux spectrum becomes harder. The R.S.D.C.
becomes more negative.
b) Due to the E variations ih the group 5 to 9 the neu~ron flux
"(
spectrum becomes softer. The R.S.D.C. will become less negative.
c) Due to the E variations the course of the adjoint flux in the
y
energy range above 10 keV will beeome steeper. The R.S.D.C. be-
comes more negative.
d) Due to the E variations the differences between the adjoint flux
"(
below and above 10 keV decrease. This effect results in a less
negative R. S. D.C.
The points a) through d) show influenees with opposite sign on the
R.S.D.C. Namely, a negative variation of the R.S.D.C. due to the
points a) and c) and a positive variation due to the points b) and d).
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The calculations in table 5.1 give a positive change of the R.S.D.C. Fur-
ther analyses of the influence of thepoints a) through d) show that the
main erfect comes from the point d)= the variation of the difference
between the adjoint flux ahove and below 10 keV.
Some general remarks with respect to the influence of the cross section
variations on the R..S..D.C.:
a) Variations of the capture and fission cross sections gene rally
have opposite influenoe because the effects of these variations
on the adjoint flux are opposite.
b) Variations in the groups 10 to 14 only have small not weIl de-
fined influence for 2 reasons:
...The relative variations in the adjoint flux are not very large,
Moreover, both the positive and the negative components are
influenced simultaneously. These effects counterbalance each
ether partly..
-More extensive investigations of this energy region for material
dependent cross section variations showed that changes in the
groups 10 to 12 have opposite effect with respect to variations
in the groups 13 and 14.
c) Variations in the groups 5 to 9 have large influence since the
effect on the negative component of the R.S.D.C. due to the
changing difference between the adjoint flux above and below
10 keV is relatively large.
d) Variations in the groups 15 to 18 have large influence because
the effect on the positive component cf the R.S.D.C. due to
the variation of the course cf the adjoint flux below 10 keV
is relatively large.
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5.1.3. The maximum variation of the R.S.D.C. obtained by 10% changes
ofthe macroscopic capture and fission cross sections.
Finally, some group constants for capture and fission were changed by
10% in a way that
a) the variation of y Was small
b) the R.S.D.C. became most positive and"most negative.
Table 5.2 shows the variatiions performed. The calculated parameters
with the variations of table 5.2. shows table 5.3.
jGroup 5-9
,
iMost Zi +10%!posi tive "t



































The influence appeared to be rather well additional.
Already from these calculations follows that the R.S.D.C. is very sensi-
tive to cross section uncertainties and may vary over a wide range.
- 39.. -
5.2, The influence of the data uncertainties of the reactor materials.
As ~scr~bed in chapter 2 the parameters considered are ~.C.~ ~S~~~C4~
f). kL, Y and C.R.
The investigations of the influence of macroscopic cross sectian
variations (chapter 5.1.) showed that t he R.S.D.C. is very sensitive
ta cross section variations in the energy range where the Doppler
effect i5 dominant. Therafore, the temperature dependence of the
R.S.D.C. and the 6kL is investigated too. The values calculated at











Evidently, the differencesare rather Lar-ge, The reason that the R.S.D.C.
becomes more negative with increasing temperature roay be explained by ..
the influence of a temp~rature change on the adjoint flux spectrum. In-
creasing of the temperature causes increasing of the effective cross
sections for capture and fission in the resonance energy range. Sinee
the D.C. is negative the increasing of the effective capture cross section
19 dominant~ This means that in this energy region the adjoint flux de-
creases, resulting in a smaller positive component of the R.S.D.C.(see
chapter5.1.2.2.). At the time where the investigations of the influence
of the data uncertainties were started the preparation of the KFK-SNEAK
set was not yet eompleted entirely. The self-shielding factors of Pu239
were still taken from the ABN set. That is why most influences of group
constant variations are calculated with respect to the KFK-SHEAK set with
old f-factors for Pu239•
In table 5.5 the parameters calculated with the old and new f-factors








&:1 $*) I R.S.D.C.-10Z •
C.R. T =900oKi T=21 OOoK IT=900oKIT=2100oKi




/for Pu239 7 ':59310 1-0.9857 +11.30
i j
: +1 3.61 :-2.58 -1.3857
Table 5.5
*) 1 ~ ~ 0.00322
**)AD is the Doppler constant, assuming the temperatureAD
~~~~~~e~~e D 0 ----.
uV'1-'C'U.\.L .LLV • v. - T
For the important parametersthe differences .are.remarkable.
Since not all calculations could be done withthe helpof the final KFK-
SNEAK set the results will bepresented as absolute parameter variations.
nl for the r'a t i.o v there-raf:rve-a..evraf;Tcfn~--rsgiven;
The uncertainties of the most important cross-sections of the reactor
mate~ials are collected in the tables 4.1 to 4.8.
In the cases the.upper and lower limits have the same deviation fromthe
data of the KFK -SNEAK set usually only the effect of the upper limit is
calculated.
Some comparison calculations showed that the absolute value of theeffects
due to equal positive and negative variations of the group constants are
not the same exactly. However, the differences observed are relatively
small.
Forthe inelastic cross section only the total value was varsi e d, The




:l:ilif and Li were varied in the same way.j
- 4t ..
The influence of the data uncertainties of Pu239 and u238 is investigated
most extensively because the latter have the largest atom density of the
materials with considerable data uncertainties.
The variations of the parameters D.C. and R.S.D.C. due to the data uncer-
tainties show the same behaviour as tHe effects due to the macrosoopic
oross seotion variations described in chapter 5.1~
The variations caused by the data uncertainties of Pu239 are collected
in table 5.8. These deviations may be eompared with the parameters of
table 5.5.
The main influence on the parameters considered 1s due to the fission
and capture cross section uncertainttes in the energy range 50 eV to
10 keV. It also may be observed that the measurements of Schomberg et
al. ~2o_7 influence the C.R. and the R.S.D.C. very unfavourably (see also
chapter 6). The influence of the inelastic scattering uncertainties i8
small. Since the R.S.D.C. is important for the stability and the dynamic
behaviour of the reactor and also very sensitive to cross section variations
the maximal expected influence on this parameter due to the data uncer-
tainties of Pu239 is ealculated (table 5.6).
Ivar i at i ons of(J1 and CJf ofPu239







- 3.65 /- 1.00 j +1.365 +0..86
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Table 5.9 gives the variations due to the data uncertainties of U238• The
largest influences come from the capture cross section uncertainties in
the groups 5 to 9 and 15 to 18. It may be observed that for the variation
in the groups 15 to 18 the influence on the D.C. by the variation of the
ratio "f; is overcompensated by the increasing of the capture cross section
in the resonance region of U238 (compare with chapter 5.1.2.1.).
The influence of the inelastic cross-section uncertainties of U238 is
small. For the other reactor materials the influence of the inelastic
cross section uncertainties will not be calculated.
The most negative R.S.D.C. cauaed by the d.at a uncertainties of U238 is
given in table 5.7.
I







5.2.3 The higher Pu isotopes
For the higher Pu isotopes less calculations are performed.
For the Pu240 the parameters are calculated for 3 cases.
a) With the data recommended by Yiftah [-18_7
b) With the minimum expected capture cross sections
c) With the data recommended by Pitterle Z-19_1 (MOD~ENDFfB)
With the data of Yiftah the D.C. and R.S.D.C. become slightly more un-
favourable. Due to the smaller capture cross sections the data of
Pitterle give parameters considerablymore favourable~
For Pu241 the influences on the parameters are still considerably smaller.
In some energy regions the influence of the largest data uncertainties is
calculated. The same was done for Pu242•
The results are collected in table 5.10.
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5.2.4. The structural materials. the fissio.a, products and oxi~en.
'The influence of the data uncertainties of Ni is examined in detail. For the
other materials only one calculation is made, The influences observed are
small. The results are collected in table 5.11.
Table. I\öl. .'.
6kIJ t$ a) öRSDC·10
2 a)
, )11) öC.Ro·102 .) T=900 K T=2100uK T=900Q K T=2100oK oADo102 iM.)
6 -6.98 +6.H +6.00 -1 0 17 -1.15 +0.1846
1 ..0.01 0.0 +0.09 0.0 -0.01 0.0
e -0.97 -0.4( -0.25 +0.045 +0.05 +0.0049
2 -10.39 +2.0" +2.01 -0.155 -0.16 +0.1019
5 ...2.96 -0.3, -0.32 +0.075 +0.07 +0.0185
1 -7.75 +2.31 +2.29 -0.225 -0.23 +0.0840
5 -5.34 +3.9 +3.83 ...0.87 -0.86 +0.0692
6 ...0.63 +0.4' +0.45 -0.205 ...0.19 +0.0099
~ +4.86 -2.6" -2.61 +0.575 +0.59 -0.0517
9 +1.33 +0.2~ +0.28 '-0.055 -0.05 -0.00'71
B +4.27 -3.5( -3.37 +0.91 +0.88 -0.1621
7 +0.23 -0.1 -0.13 +0.02 +0.02 ...0.0018
9 +1.44 +3.8 +3.87 ...0.735 -0.73 -0.0082
1 +1.36 -0.5l -0.57 ...0.14 -0.13 ...0.0161
5 +0.72 +1.2< +1.29 -0.285 -0.28 -0.0043
6 +0.50 ...1.B( ...1.90 +0.• 145 +0.15 -0.0120
5 +1.32 ...6.0' -5.95 +1.43 +0.24 ...0.. 0779
1 +0.05 -0.8t ...O.Bl +0.375 +0.36 ...0.0232
J -1.37 -2.9( -2.92 +0.575 +0.58 +0.0092
6 ..0.12 -0.0 -0.05 +0.01 +0.01 -0.001 1
rameters see table 6.5






oy MA.X ALL GROUPS
c MAX GR 1- 4
y
0y MAX GR 5- 9
o MAl GR 10-14y
0y .MAX GR 10-11 -1.0
0y MAX GR 12-14 -3.1
0y MAX GR 15-18 -2.6
0y MAX GR 19-26 ~0.2
0y MIN GR 12-18 +2.1
° MIN GR 5-11 +0.4y
°r MAX ALL GROUPS +5.0
"s MAX GR 1- 4 +0.7
e f MAX GR 5- 9 +6.8
0f MAX GR 10-14 +5.9
CS f MAX GR 10-12 +3.3
cs f MAX GR 13-14 +2.5
0f MAX GR 15-18 +4.1
0f MAX GR 19-26 +0.5
0f MIN GR 5-12 -6.0
0IN MAX GR 1-11 -0.1
I ~I
H) For the values of th~ pa
Influence of cross-secti
,t "' .....~i
1-== , oo-tt I J: '~I
Ta."bJ.e p.9
lS ~KT. ~ H) öRSDC.102 H)
Variation ay!y (%)H) aC.R"102 H) T=900o~ T==2100oK T=900C)k T=2100oK ö.Au'102 H)
~
<1 t MAX GR 1- 7 +1.73 +1.47 -0.42 -0.31 "'0.06 +0.05 ....0.0041
ay MAX Al~L GROUPS -8.32 +7.16 +1.71 +1.75 -0.29 -0.34 +0.0285
<1
y
MAX GR 1- 4 -0.10 +0.03 +0.01 +0.01 0.0 0.0 +0.0009
<1y MAX GR 1.... 9 -2.68 +1.44 ...1.58 ...1.63 +0.285 +0.28 +0.0383
<1y MAX GR 5- 9 -2.60 +1.82 ...1.59 -1.63 +0.29 +0.28 +0.0375
«; MAx GR 10-14 -4.72 +1.63 +1.30 +1.32 -0.055 -0,07 +0.0260
<1y MAX GR 15...18 ...1.27 +1.14 +1.81 +1.99 ...0.415 -0.46 -0.0762
<1 . MAX GR 19-26 -0.13 +0.18 +0.29 +0.28 ...0.125 -0.23 +0.0032y
<1I N MAX GR
1... L. -1.48 -0.86 +0.16 +0.16 ...0.015 -0.02 ...0,0021
<1I N MAX GE 1... 9 -1.79 -0.94 ...0.22 -0.22 +0,05 +0.05 -0.0069-
H) For the valu6Is of the IJiarameters see table 6.5




(JAJr'1, fJ oRSDC.102 ii) ö~.10
2 1IE)
Ma.tElrlal Va.riation '011'3'00·) ac.R••102 11) T=900t;l~ T=2100vK T=900uIC T==2100oK
1)ATA BI Y!:Jn'AH +1.118 +0.99 +0.11 +0.12 ....0.035 ....0.04 ....0.0093
240 o MIN ALL GROUPS +3. 115 -2.56 -1.19 -1.13 +0.29 "0.29 ...0..0663Pu y
MOD.SNDF/B
+;.30 -0.77 -1.32 -1.23 +0.295 +0.30 ..0.0856by Pit'te:rle .......... ...
G GR 1-9 MAX ...1.1~5 -0.42 +0.83 +0.78 -0.15 -0.13 +0.0316GR 10-26 MIN
o an 1... 5 MAX +0.10 0.0 -0.02 ...0,02 ...0.01 0.0 ...0.0001f
Gf GR 6...10 MIN -o.1~2 -0.10 -0.33 -0.33 +0,,055 +0.06 +0.0006
241 "e GR 11-14 MIN -0.1'4 -0.20 +0.14 +0.14 -0.15 -0.19 +0,,0034Pu
Gr GR 15-18 MAX -o.ao +0.07 ...0.30 ...0.28 +0.065 +0.07 ..0.0457
G GR 1...26 MAX -Ol38 -0.93 +0.43 +0.37 ...0.175 ...0.14 +0.0237Y
'\ GR 6.•11 MAX -0.08 -0.21 -0.05 -0.05 +0.01 +0.01 +0.0010
Qy GR 12...26 MAX ...0.30 -0,36 +0.48 +0.1~5 ...0.18 ...0.16 +0.0238--
0 GR 1··11 MAX -0.04 -0.04 -0.02 -0.02 +0.005 0.0 +0.0007
211·1 yPu G GR 12-26 MAl -0.04 -0.03 +0.04 +0.04 -0.005 0.0 +0.0016
Y
0f GR 1... 6 MAX +0.06 +0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.0 +0.01 -0.0001
............... ...
H) F'or the values of tihe parameters see table 6.5
Influence of the cross-section UIlcertainties of' the highe:r. Pu isotopes.
.j:::""
(7'\
Table 5 .11- '$ H-) cSAyy'102 H)M Kr. cSRSDC-,02 11)
Ma.teri.al Var i a.t ion 'dy/y onl€) ac.R•• 102 H) T=900oK T=2100oK T=900oK T=2100oK
Gy MAX GR 1-18 -1.68 ..1.52 +0.04 +0.02 +0.02 +0.02 +0.0279
0y MAX GR 1- 4 ...0.~;6 -0.46 +0.06 +0.05 -0.015 0.0 +0.0046
Ni 0y MAX GR 5- 9 -0.35 -0.34 -0.25 -0.26 +0.045 +0.05 +0.001+7
° MAX GR '0-14 -0.1'7 -0.72 +0.21 +0.20 -0.05 -0.01 +0.0175Y .
° .MAX GR 15-18 -0.02 -0.01 +0.02 +0.02 +0.01 0.0 +0.0011-- Y ...
Nb 0r ~1AX GR 1-17 ..0.~~4 -0.36 +0.28 +0.27 +0.04 +0.04 +0.0148
er 0y MAX GR '-'8 -0.115 _0.14 +0.02 +0.02 0.0 0.0 +0.0036
Fe Gy MAX GR 1-18 -0.110 -0.09 -0.02 -0.02 +0.005 ", +0.01 +0.0019
Mo Gy MIN GR 1-10
-0.69 -0.56 +0.74 +0.70 -0.12 -0.11 +0.0292MAX GR 11-20
F.P. DATA OF HAKANSSON +0.75 +0.55 -0. rr ...0.16 0.0 0.0 -0.0144
0 G MAX GR ,- 3 ..1_0:,6 ...0.16 +0.02 +0.02 -0.01 0.0 +0.0008'Y 1GIN MAX GR-- -
Jloo)
For the values of the parameters see table 6.5
Influence of the eross-section uncElrta.inties of the structuraJ.
ma.terials, the fission product,s (FilP.) and oxigen,
.1="'
--...j
6. The Influence of the DatA Uncertainties on the Safety, Stability end
Dzpamic Beha~our of theI)..1 Design
At the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe several extensive studies on the
safety. stability end dynamic behaviour of the D-1 design are performed
1-29.30.31,32,33.34.35,36 7.- -
Rere the influence of the data uncertainties on the following subjects will
be considered:
a) Safety
b) Stability of the reactor core
c) Stability of the reactor plant
d) The dynamic behaviour of the core after a large disturbence <in the
cooling circuit.
6 i 1s J'he uncertainty of the most im;portant parameters
6.1.1. The uncertaintl of the R.S.D.C. end &L
lJ.'he investigations have shown that the influence of the data uncertainties
on these parameters is very Lazge , The outside valuescaused by the un«
.certainties of Pu239 and u238 are Siven in table 6.1. The influence of'











positive 7.62523 0.9529 -11.90 -9.37
RSDC most
negative 7.38024 0.8954 +38.70 +40.44
Table 6.1
-7.80 -8.11 -1.0509
The difference between fundamental mode and more detailed calcula.tions
is sma.ll. E.g. the difference between the R.S.D.C. determined at 9000K
with a fundamental mode calculation and with a 1-di.mensional multi-group
calculation taking into accounf the axial variation of the steam-density
is considerably smaller than the difference between the R.S.D.C. calculated
at 9000K and 21000K "rith fundamental mode calculations.
6.1.2. The uncertainties of the D.C.
The D.C. is not very sensitive to the nuclear data uncertainties. The
influences observed are sma1ler than 25%.
However, the uncertainty of the D.C. caused by the discrepancy between
the different calculation methods is important too.
Comparison calculations showed that the method of Froelich systematically
gives a D.C. about 15% more negative than the method of successive k-cal-
culation.
6.2. The inf'luence on the safety
Some preliminary calculations for the D-1 design showed a nearly inverse
proportionality between the absolute value or the Dopplerconstand ~:::!J: .;.
end the energy released in a. reactor excursion 1*37 7.- -
As may be observed in fig. 17 the"" alue of the R.S.D.C. (and 6kL) strongly
influences the reactivity ramp after a large disturbence in the cooling
circuit. Therefore, particularly the uncertainty of the R.S.D,C. end
6k nave large influence on the safety oI' the D~1 design.
L
6.3. The stability of the core
The core stability ofa steam cooled fast po'trer reactor is examined extensive-
ly b3t Frisch L-29_7 e A significant criterionfor the core stability is the
pOYTer coefficient of the core, A computer code tras developed to calculate
the relative power coefficient A taking into account most non-linearities.
50
Ski' 1
A= - -6P j p ß
(6,1)
feedback reactivi'fy
6P-P relative power variation
s fraction of delayed neutrons.
Note: A relative power coefficient A = - 1 ft means that for a relative power
. t . 6P 01 . k t .. ~ do"varJ.a aon p = O. a negatave feedbac reac J.vJ.ty uk
f
= - 0.01 f) wJ.ll arase ,
In table 6.2 the relative power coefficient A is calculatedfor seme cases ,





















or of Pu239 MAX in GR.
os of Pu239 MAX in GR.
o of pu239 1~ in GR.
oy cf Pu239 f~ in GR.
y 238
o of U r1AX in GR.
y 238 '
o of U MAX in GR.
y
DATA of Pu239 FAVOURABLE
DATA of Pu239 UNFAVOURABLE
DATA of u238 FAVOURABLE
DATA of U238 mTFAVOURABLE
FOR Pu240 MOD. ENDF/B DATA




6.4. The stability of the :pla.nt
- . j7' - ~
Tn /-29 7 it is shovn that it is impossible to obtain a stable reactor- -
plant with an unstable core and that the R.S.DlIC, has to be negative,
For a reactor plant with a stable core the stability strongly depends on the
delay times in the cooling circuit ("35 i. In r33 7 i t is pointed out
&'=' - ...-
that power oscillatiofis are prevented if:







reactivity gain. After a reactivity disturbance lik r the




y ratio of the quantity of superheated steamflowing .to
the evaporators to the total quantity of steam flowing
through the core.
C energy storage capacity of the coolant system
T delay time
u
delay time T and has a minimum
u
dead time. In the case er 2 de-
4. In L-35_7 it is ShovID that
Acr i t depends on the composition of the
TI
of '2 under the assumption of a pure
lay times of equal length A •t becomescrl.
in the case of several time conste.nts of the same order of ma~itude
(es an the D...1 design)
TI A < 42' < crit
The lef't hand sidecompinent of fomula (6.2)
do v·p
B=K·CI. .-.~




may be calculated with the help of a digital computer code ,
For 3 cases of an inherent stable core the value B of formula (6.4) is
calculated (table 6.3). The following realistic quantities for the
D-1 design are used:
y =0.64
p = 2500 J;1T;jth
C = 500~ata
Tu= 4.2 sec (Tuis composed by a dead time 0.7 sec, a delay
time of 1.5 sec for the heating of the structure
material and the pipes and a delay time of 2 sec for
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MOD. ENDF/B DATA for P112.l~O I o~640 1 < J\.d·crit
o 0:1' Pu239 DATA by Schm,beTg I 4.6401 > A _0.
Y, ,_~~~~""~
In the cases 1 end 2 the behaviour cf the plant will be satisfactor~~
However~ in the case 3 after a reactivity disturbancy power oscillations
will anse.
~e inf'luence of' the uncertai nti ""5 on the dynami c beha.vour of the reactor
core after the most severe credJ.ble f'a.ilure of the D...1 design {the ruptura
of' a sigle main cocäant pipe in the regien of the reactor inlet {"30 /).. ...
was examined with the hell' of a digital computer program developed by
Rornyik /-36 7. TbEl transients were calculated for tb,e 3 aases of- ... - . .. .. . ... ,
table 6.4,




KFK-SNEAK SET -1.386a Ib FAVOURABLE DATA Pu239 ~1 ~,55I
c CY
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In figure 14 the maxi:m.a1 fuel end can temperatures 01' the hot channel tl
the thermal~ and the feedback reactivity as a functiol'1 of the time
after the pipe rupture are plotted a
The figures 15 to 17 show the differences for these quantities for the
cases a, b and c of table 6.4~
For the positive R.S.D.C. no danger for the core occurs i:mmediately after
the failure. The can temperature increases slightly due to the fact
that the cooling beeomes vorse,
For the data by Sch6mberg the fuel melting iUready occurs after 0.33 sec
instaad öf 0.75 sec for the parameters calculated wi th the KFK-S:NEAK set.
For the case where the R.S.D,e. is iIiflueIlc,a most unfavourably by the
data uncertainties of Pu239 it was examined if a sczam could save the
core from damage if a main pipe rupture near the reactor inlet occurs ,
It is assumed that the scram begins 0.1 sec after that where the power
level has increased 25%. In figure 18 the reactivity effects are plotted
end in figura 19 the can and fuel temperatures in the hot channe.L,
In this case the core 'vill be destored after the failure described.
7. Conclusions
The investj gations of tbj s study may be Sl1J1T!l1arized 't-rith the follmving
conclusions:
1) The Doppler coefficient D.e. is not very sensitive to the nuclear
data uncertainties of the reactor materials. (The variations'·of the
D.e. are smaller than 25%.) An important part er the variations of
the D.C. due to group constant variations comes from the change er
the ratio Y (fertile to fissile material).
2) The reduced steam-density coefficient R,S.D.C. and &L are very sensitive
to the uncertainties ofthe capture and fission cross-sections and may
vary over a wide range. The dependence of' the R.S.D.C. on the cross-
section variations may be explained qualitatively mainly '-Tith the in-
fluence of these crcss-section variations on the adjoint flux
(chapter 5.1.2.2.).
3) The uncertainties of the capture end fission cross-sections of Pu239
end if38 have most influence on the parameters cons i dered, The in-
fluence of the data uncerta.inties of the higher Pu isotopes is ccn-
siderable. The other materials only have small effects.
design is inherent stable.
/-19 7 have a favourable- -
55
4) Since the R.S.D.C. may vary over a 'Ivide range the stability, safety
. and dynamic behaviour of the D-1 design is influenced strongly by
the nuclear data uncertainties,
il1ith the data of the KFK-SNEAK set the D-1
The most recent data for Pu240 by Pitterle
effect on the D.C. and the R,S.D,C.
On the other hand these parameters D.C. and R..S.D.C. are influenced
unfavourably by the recent measurements by Schomberg et alt L-20_7 for
o
a =.:J... of pu239•
°f
5) The uncertainty of the D.C. and the R.S.D.C. of the D-1 design may
be reduced significantly if:
a) The discrepancy between the different calculation methods for
the D.C. is removed.
b) The uncertainties of the capture andfission cross-sections
"''''''' 238cf PuG:.);;1 and U would be reduced, particularly in the· energy
ranges 50 eV to 1 keV end 10 keV to 1 MeV.
6) Very probably the investigation of the dynamic behaviour will be
improved if the dependence of the steam-density coefficient on the
tuel temperature will be considered. Particularly I in the cases
the fuel temperature varies considerably,
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o Provisional results of 5chomberg et al.
x Calculation from 0nt & 0nf
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8. Pu23° and U238
Data unfavourable
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